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STAFF REPORT – APPEAL 
SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE 

 
 

APPEAL NO.:   A-2-HMB-07-034 
 
APPLICANT:  Ocean Colony Partners, LLC 
 
LOCAL GOVERNMENT:  City of Half Moon Bay 
 
ACTION: Approval with Conditions. 
 
PROJECT LOCATION: South of Redondo Beach Road and West of 

Highway 1, within the Half Moon Bay Country 
Club PUD (APNs 066-092-250, 066-092-470, 
066-371-160) 

 
PROJECT DESCRIPTION: 32-unit subdivision on a 7.95 acre site. 
 
APPELLANT: George Muteff 
 
STAFF RECOMMENDATION: No Substantial Issue 
 
SUBSTANTIVE FILE  
DOCUMENT: Carnoustie Residential Development Final 

Environmental Impact Report 
 
Executive Summary 
 
Commission staff recommends that the Commission find that the appeal raises no 
substantial issue with regard to conformance of the approved development with either the 
Half Moon Bay certified Local Coastal Program (LCP) sensitive habitat and public 
access policies or the public access policies of the Coastal Act. 
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The City of Half Moon Bay approved with conditions a coastal development permit for a 
32-unit, single-family subdivision, commonly referred to as the Carnoustie subdivision, 
within the private, gated Ocean Colony residential development in southern Half Moon 
Bay, located west of Highway 1, approximately 0.5 miles from the shoreline.  
  
The appellant contends that the approved development is inconsistent with the sensitive 
habitat protection policies in the LCP and the public access policies in both the LCP and 
the Coastal Act. The appellant does not cite any specific basis for the development’s 
inconsistency with the sensitive habitat protection policies. The appellant’s primary 
concern regarding public access impacts of the approved development centers on the 
construction traffic that will occur on Redondo Beach Road, a City designated secondary 
beach access route, which will be used as the main access road for construction activities. 
 
Commission staff recommends that the Commission determine that the appeal raises no 
substantial issue regarding whether the approved development is consistent with the 
sensitive habitat protection policies of the LCP. There are no sensitive habitats on the site 
of the approved development. Three intermittent streams are adjacent to the development 
that provide habitat for the California red-legged frog and the San Francisco garter snake. 
However, the approved development is located beyond the minimum buffer required for 
intermittent streams in the LCP and also incorporates mitigation measures, recommended 
by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, that will avoid any potential significant averse 
impacts to the California red-legged frog and San Francisco garter snake. Therefore, staff 
recommends that the Commission find that the appeal of the approved development does 
not raise a substantial issue of conformance of the approved development with the 
sensitive habitat protection policies of the LCP. 
  
With respect to the appellant’s contentions concerning significant adverse public access 
impacts on Redondo Beach Road as well as general public access issues, Commission 
staff recommends that the Commission find that the appeal raises no substantial issue 
regarding whether the approved development is consistent with the public access policies 
of the LCP and Coastal Act. Access to the approved development, after construction, will 
not be through Redondo Beach Road but rather existing roads currently serving Ocean 
Colony. The approved development will result in additional traffic on Redondo Beach 
Road only during the approximately three-year construction period. Available evidence 
indicates that there is not a high public access traffic demand on Redondo Beach Road. In 
addition, the road will not be closed during construction and no construction staging will 
occur along the road or at the public parking area at the end of Redondo Beach Road. The 
heaviest of construction traffic will occur in the first two to three months when significant 
amount of cut material will be moved off site using large trucks and infrastructure for the 
subdivision such as roads, sidewalks, utilities, and park will be installed. During this time, 
construction traffic will slow down any potential beach users, however, it will be a 
temporary inconvenience that will not prevent anyone from reaching the beach at the end 
of Redondo Beach Road. There are several vertical access roads to the beach nearby also 
available to the public during construction. Construction after initial grading and 
installation of infrastructure will be at a low intensity level because the City limits the 
amount of construction per year to 16 homes maximum, which in effect limits the amount 
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of workers and materials required to be transported via Redondo Beach Road. Moreover, 
to address potential construction safety and access impacts on Redondo Beach Road, the 
applicant will implement various safety measures, repave the section of Redondo Beach 
Road used during construction after project completion, and contribute its fair share for 
the improvement of the Redondo Beach Road and Highway 1 intersection when such 
improvements are warranted. Because temporary construction impacts have been 
mitigated to the maximum extent, it will not result in significant adverse impacts to 
public access along Redondo Beach Road that will interfere with the public’s ability to 
access the sea, and because the approved development requires improvement of Redondo 
Beach Road consistent with the LCP policies, staff recommends that the Commission 
find that the appeal of the approved development concerning Redondo Beach Road does 
not raise a substantial issue of conformance of the approved development with either the 
public access policies of the LCP or the Coastal Act. 
 
With respect to questions concerning permanent public access impacts related to the 
approved development, the City’s approval requires the applicant to implement a suite of 
mitigation measures to address potential public access impacts including retiring the 
development rights on 34 legal lots within the vicinity of the approved development, 
payment of approximately $1,061,000 in traffic mitigation fees for traffic improvements 
in the City, and payment of $272,000 in park and recreation fees. There is sufficient 
beach access adjacent to the approved development that the approved development will 
not cause any overcrowding of pubic parking of beaches in these areas. Moreover, the 
suite of mitigation measures required by the City will ensure that there will be no net 
increase in demands on public beaches and roadways under buildout of the existing LCP 
and that the approved development will maintain circulation patterns in the City. Because 
of the availability of adjacent public access and the required mitigation to address 
potential cumulative public access impacts, Commission staff recommends that the 
Commission find that the appeal does not raise a substantial issue of conformance with 
either the public access policies of the LCP or the Coastal Act. 
 
Exhibits: 

1. Appeal and Supplemental Material by George Muteff 
2. Notice of Final Local Act 
3. Project Location Map 
4. Aerial Photo of Project Location 
5. Site Plans 
6. Location of Adjacent Drainages 
7. August 20, 2007 Email from Lucy Triffleman, USFWS to Bruce Russell 
8. October 23, 2007 Letter from Bruce Russell to Steve Flint and Paul Nagengast 
9. October 16, 2007 Email from Bruce Russell  
10. October 17, 2007 Letter from Ocean Colony Association 
11. October 23, 2007 Letter from Eda S. Cook 
12. October 23, 2007 Letter from Robert P. Cook 
13. October 24, 2007 Letter from John and Marcia Traversaro 
14. October 24, 2007 Letter from Terence Ainscow 
15. October 24, 2007 Letter from Half Moon Bay Coastside Chamber of Commerce 
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and Visitor’s Bureau  
 
1.0 STAFF RECOMMENDATION FOR A-2-HMB-O7-034 
No Substantial Issue 
The staff recommends that the Commission determine that no substantial issue exists 
with respect to the grounds on which the appeal has been filed. 

Motion 
I move that the Commission determine that Appeal No. A-2-HMB-07-
034 raises NO substantial issue with respect to the grounds on which 
the appeal has been filed under § 30603 of the Coastal Act. 
 

Staff Recommendation of No Substantial Issue 
Staff recommends a YES vote.  Passage of this motion will result in a finding of No 
Substantial Issue and adoption of the following resolution and findings.  If the 
Commission finds No Substantial Issue, the Commission will not hear the application de 
novo and the local action will become final and effective.  The motion passes only by an 
affirmative vote by a majority of the Commissioners present. 

Resolution to Find No Substantial Issue 
The Commission finds that Appeal No. A-2-HMB-07-034 does not present a substantial 
issue with respect to the grounds on which the appeal has been filed under § 30603 of the 
Coastal Act regarding consistency of the approved project with the Certified Local 
Coastal Plan and/or the public access and recreation policies of the Coastal Act. 

 

2.0 PROJECT LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION 
2.1 Location and Site Description 
The 7.95-acre project site is located at the northern edge of the Half Moon Bay Country 
Club Planned Unit Development (PUD) within the private, gated Ocean Colony 
residential community, at the western end of Bayhill Road, roughly half way between 
Highway 1 and the Pacific Ocean (Exhibit 3). The site is bound by Redondo Beach Road 
and undeveloped land to the north, a 4-H farm to the east, the Half Moon Bay Country 
Club’s golf course to the south, and a maintenance yard and undeveloped land to the 
west.  
 
The Coastside Infant Toddler Center is located at the northwest corner of the intersection 
of Redondo Beach Road and Highway 1. On the south side of Redondo Beach Road, 
beginning at the intersection with Highway 1, there are two residences, additional Ocean 
Colony homes that are not accessed via Redondo Beach Road, and the 4-H farm. There is 
another single family home south of the parking area at the end of Redondo Beach Road. 
Redondo Beach Road currently provides access to the daycare center, three residences, 
the 4-H farm and the golf course maintenance yard.  
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The project site is a part of the 279-acre PUD, approved by the City in 1972 prior to the 
adoption of the Coastal Act. The entire PUD currently consists of 540 residential 
dwellings, a golf course, hotel, and associated infrastructure. Since the initiation of the 
PUD construction, the site has been used to store landscaping materials, soil and waste 
associated with the maintenance of the Half Moon Bay Country Club’s golf course and 
outdoor areas.  
 
The project site consists of three vacant parcels. The northern two-thirds of the site is 
relatively level and is currently used for storage of topsoil, compost, and fill. The 
southern third of the site slopes down to the golf course and is covered in grass.  A stand 
of eucalyptus trees is located on the northern boundary of the project site, south of 
Redondo Beach Road.  
 
2.2 Project Description 
 
The approved coastal development permit authorizes subdivision of the three parcels on 
site into 32 single-family residential lots, the construction of the single-family homes and 
associated improvements, including roadways and utility infrastructure, and the creation 
of  an approximately 17,000 square-foot, on site park (see site plans in Exhibit 5). 
 
The residential lots will range from 6,240 square feet to 10,215 square feet. The average 
floor to area ratio of the approved buildings will be 0.5 (i.e. the square footage of the 
houses will be approximately one half the sizes of the created residential lots.) 
 
Due to existing use of the site for storage, the site will require grading to remove a total 
of 27,100 cubic yards of stockpiled spoils and soil that will be disposed of outside the 
Coastal Zone. Approximately another 8,900 cubic yards of soil will be used and kept on 
site as fill.   
 
The approved subdivision will be accessed from Highway 1 through the existing Fairway 
Drive where the security gate for Ocean Colony is located and Bayhill Road.  
Construction access will be through Redondo Beach Road and the golf course 
maintenance yard. There will be no vehicle access from Redondo Beach Road to the 
Carnoustie subdivision after construction ends.  
 

The City’s  conditions of approval include requirements to address construction and post-
construction stormwater runoff, measures to prevent potential impacts to special-status 
species including the California red-legged frog, San Francisco garter snake, monarch 
butterfly, and raptors, and measures to address the project’s individual and cumulative 
impacts to traffic and public access that include retirement of 34 legal lots within the 
vicinity of the project site, payment of approximately $1,061,000 in traffic mitigation 
fees for traffic improvements identified in the City’s general plan , signalization and lane 
improvements at certain intersections affected by the subdivision, and the repaving of the 
section of Redondo Beach Road that will be used for construction access after project 
completion. The approved development also requires the applicant to pay $272,000 in 
park and recreation fees. 
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3.0 APPEAL PROCESS 
3.1 Filing of the Appeal 

The Half Moon Bay City Council approved the coastal development permit on August 
11, 2007. On August 27, 2007, the Commission received the City’s Notice of Final Local 
Action (Exhibit 2).  The ten working-day Commission appeal period ran from the next 
business day, August 28, 2007, to September 11, 2007.  On September 11, 2007, the 
Commission received an appeal of the City’s actions on the approved CDP from George 
Muteff (Exhibit 1). 

Pursuant to Section 30621 of the Coastal Act, an appeal hearing must be set within 49 
days from the date that an appeal of a locally issued CDP is filed.  The appeal on the 
above-described decision was filed on September 11, 2007 and the 49th day was on 
October 30, 2007.  On September 13, 2007 the applicant waived the right to a hearing 
within 49 days of the date the appeal was filed. 
 
3.2 Appeals under the Coastal Act 
After certification of Local Coastal Programs, the Coastal Act provides for limited 
appeals to the Coastal Commission of certain local government actions on coastal 
development permits (Coastal Act Section 30603). 
 
Coastal Act Section 30603 provides, in applicable part, that an action taken by a local 
government on a coastal development permit application may be appealed to the Coastal 
Commission for certain kinds of developments, including the approval of developments 
located within certain geographic appeal areas, such as those located between the sea and 
the first public road paralleling the sea, or within 300 feet of the mean high tide line or 
inland extent of any beach or top of the seaward face of a coastal bluff; or in a sensitive 
coastal resource area or located within 100 feet of any wetland, estuary, or stream.  
Developments approved by counties may be appealed if they are not designated as the 
“principal permitted use” under the certified LCP.  Developments that constitute a major 
public works or a major energy facility may be appealed, whether they are approved or 
denied by the local government. 
 
The approved subdivision meets the Commission’s appeal criteria set forth in Section 
30603 of the Coastal Act because it is development located between the sea and the first 
public road, Highway 1.  Pursuant to Section 30603 of the Coastal Act, an appeal for this 
type of development is limited to the allegation that the development does not conform to 
the standards set forth in the certified LCP or the public access and recreation policies set 
forth in the Coastal Act. 
 
Section 30625(b)(2) of the Coastal Act requires a de novo hearing of the appealed project 
unless the Commission determines that no substantial issue exists with respect to the 
grounds on which the appeal has been filed.  In this case, because the staff is 
recommending no substantial issue, the Commission will hear arguments and vote on the 
substantial issue question.  It takes a majority of the Commissioners present to find that 
no substantial issue is raised.  Proponents and opponents will have three minutes per side 
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to address whether the appeal raises a substantial issue.  The only persons eligible to 
testify before the Commission on the substantial issue question are the applicant, persons 
who made their views known before the local government (or their representatives), and 
the local government.  Testimony from other persons regarding the substantial issue 
question must be submitted to the Commission or the Executive Director in writing. 
 
3.3 Standard of Review 
 
Public Resources Code Section 30625(b) states that the Commission shall hear an appeal 
unless it determines: 
 

With respect to appeals to the Commission after certification of a local 
coastal program, that no substantial issue exists with respect to the 
grounds on which an appeal has been filed pursuant to Section 30603. 

The term substantial issue is not defined in the Coastal Act or its implementing 
regulations.  The Commission’s regulations simply indicate that the Commission will 
hear an appeal unless it “finds that the appeal raises no significant question” 
(Commission Regulations, Section 13115(b)).  In previous decisions on appeals, the 
Commission has been guided by the following factors: 

1. The degree of factual and legal support for the local government’s decision that the 
development is consistent or inconsistent with the certified LCP and with the public 
access policies of the Coastal Act; 

2. The extent and scope of the development as approved or denied by the local 
government; 

3. The significance of the coastal resources affected by the decision; 

4. The precedential value of the local government’s decision for future interpretation of 
its LCP; and 

5. Whether the appeal raises only local issues, or those of regional or statewide 
significance. 

If the Commission chooses not to hear an appeal, the appellant nevertheless may obtain 
judicial review of the local government’s action on the coastal development permit by 
filing a petition for a writ of mandate pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure, Section 
1094.5. 

4.0 SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE ANALYSIS 
Appellants’ Contentions 
The appeal includes the following contentions (see Exhibit 1): 
 

1. Because the approved development will use Redondo Beach Road for 
construction access, and because the City’s coastal development permit does not 
require the applicant to improve and widen the entire length of Redondo Beach 
Road from less than 15 feet to 20 feet, the approved development will interfere 
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with public access to the beach and endanger public safety, and is therefore, 
inconsistent with the public access policies of the Coastal Act and LCP. 

 
2. The approved development is generally inconsistent with the public access 

policies of the LCP and the Coastal Act.  
 

3. The approved development is inconsistent with the ESHA Policy, Section 30240, 
of the Coastal Act. 

 
4. The approved development is inconsistent with Coastal Act Sections 30001.5, 

30003, 30004, 30007.5, 30107.5, 30116, and 30604. 
 

5. The approved development is inconsistent with CEQA because the EIR is 
inadequate and does not analyze impact of construction access via Redondo 
Beach Road.  

 
4.1 Appellant’s Contentions that are not Valid Grounds for Appeal 
 
Pursuant to Coastal Act Section 30603(b)(1), the grounds for an appeal of a local 
government approval of a coastal development permit shall be limited to an allegation 
that the approved development does not conform to the standards set forth in the certified 
local coastal program or the public access and public recreation policies of Chapter 3 of 
the Coastal Act.  Therefore, the appellant’s contention that the City’s action does not 
conform to requirements of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) is not a 
valid ground for an appeal of the approved CDP to the Commission (contention #5) 
because it does not allege an inconsistency of the approved development with either the 
certified LCP or the access and recreation policy of the Coastal Act. 
 
In addition, the appellant’s contentions (contention #4) regarding the approved 
development’s inconsistencies with Sections 30001.5, 30003, 30004, 30007.5, 30107.5, 
30116, and 30604 of the Coastal Act are not valid grounds for appeal because those 
sections in the Coastal Act are not specifically incorporated as policies or standards of or 
review in the City’s certified LCP nor are they public access or recreation policies 
contained in Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act. LUP Policy 1-1 adopts Coastal Act Section 
30210 through 30264 as guiding policies for the LUP. However, Sections 30001.5, 
30003, 30004, 30007.5, 30107.5, 30116, and 30604 of the Coastal Act have not been 
specifically incorporated into the LCP nor are they Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act. 
Therefore, the appellant’s contentions regarding these specific sections of the Coastal Act 
are not allegations that the approved development does not conform to the standards set 
forth in the certified local coastal program or the public access and recreation policies of 
Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act. As such, these contentions are invalid grounds for appeal.    
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4.2 Appellants Contentions that Raise No Substantial Issue 
4.2.1  ESHA Protection Policies 
The appellant contends that among the Coastal Act policies that the approved 
development violates is Section 30240 (contention #3), although he does not specify how 
the development is inconsistent with the ESHA policy.  
 
Section 30240 of the Coastal Act is incorporated into the LCP as guiding policy under 
LUP Policy 1-1. Other applicable LCP Policies include: 

3-1  Definition of Sensitive Habitats  
 
(a)    Define sensitive habitats as any area in which plant or animal life or their 

habitats are either rare or especially valuable and as those areas which meet 
one of the following criteria: (1) habitats containing or supporting “rare and 
endangered” species …, (2) all perennial and intermittent streams and their 
tributaries, …  

 
3-3 Protection of Sensitive Habitats  
 
(a) Prohibit any land use and/or development which would have significant 

adverse impacts on sensitive habitat areas. 
 
(b) Development in areas adjacent to sensitive habitats shall be sited and 

designed to prevent impacts that could significantly degrade the sensitive  
habitats. All uses shall be compatible with the maintenance of biologic 
productivity of such areas. 

 
3-4 Permitted Uses 
 
(a) Permit only resource-dependent or other uses which will not have a 

significant adverse impact in sensitive habitats. 
 
(b) In all sensitive habitats, require that all permitted uses comply with U.S. 

Fish and Wildlife Service and State Department of Fish and Game 
regulations. 

 
3-11  Establishment of Buffer Zones  
 
(a)  On both sides of riparian corridors, from the limit of riparian vegetation extend 

buffer zones 50 feet outward for perennial streams and 30 feet outward for 
intermittent streams. 

  
(b)  Where no riparian vegetation exists along both sides of riparian corridors, extend 

buffer zones 50 feet from the bank edge for perennial streams and 30 feet from the 
midpoint of intermittent streams. 
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(c)  Along lakes, ponds, and other wet areas, extend buffer zones 100 feet from the high 
water point, except for man-made ponds and reservoirs used for agricultural 
purposes for which no buffer zone is designated. [Emphasis added.] 

 
As stated in the Location and Site Description section, the 7.95 acre site has been used for 
storage of soil and landscaping materials for the Half Moon Bay Country Club for nearly 
30 years. Due to this history of use, the site does not support any wetlands or other 
sensitive habitats. According to the biological assessments conducted for the approved 
development (included in the FEIR) no special status plant species were found on site and 
none is likely to occur. Additionally, the studies conclude that the “project site provides 
little in way of wildlife habitat.” The biological assessments discuss how a stand of 
eucalyptus trees on the site’s northern boundary, between the approved homes and 
Redondo Beach Road, could provide nesting habitat for raptors and overwintering site for 
monarch butterflies. LUP Policy 3-3 defines habitats that contain or support rare and 
endangered species as sensitive habitat. If the eucalyptus stand provides raptor nesting 
and/or monarch overwintering sites, it would meet the definition of sensitive habitat. 
However, according to the raptor study conducted by Brian Walton of the Predatory Bird 
Group at University of California—Santa Cruz, “it is highly unlikely that any raptor 
species could nest there or would nest there in the future if the site were left 
undeveloped.” As for the use of the eucalyptus by monarch butterflies, the studies 
conclude that because monarch butterflies usually roost in eucalyptus groves protected by 
winds they are not expected to roost over winter on site because the stand is not dense 
enough and is exposed to winds. An overwintering monarch survey of the project site 
conducted in 2002 found no butterflies. Because the eucalyptus stand has a very low 
potential to provide raptor nesting and overwintering habitat for monarch butterflies, it 
does not meet the definition of sensitive habitat in the LCP.  
 
The approved development will remove 29 eucalyptus trees. Even though the eucalyptus 
stand is not considered sensitive habitat because raptor nesting and monarch winter 
roosting are not likely to occur, the project, as approved by the City, is required to take 
additional precautionary measures to ensure no adverse impacts to biological resources 
will occur. The approved measures include preconstruction surveys for nesting raptors, 
and if raptor nesting is found on site, a 50-foot buffer around any nesting tree will be 
required and tree removal will not occur until the young have fledged. The City’s 
conditions of approval also include a requirement for an additional monarch 
overwintering survey, and require the applicant to develop mitigation measures with the 
California Department of Fish and Game if any monarch butterflies are found. In 
addition, the applicant will plant additional trees to compensate for the removed trees. 
 
While there is no sensitive habitat on site, the biological assessments conclude that there 
are three intermittent drainages occurring adjacent to the project site (Exhibit 6). Two 
intermittent drainages are located north of Redondo Beach Road, and one west of the golf 
course maintenance yard. The drainages also provide habitat for the California red-legged 
frog and the San Francisco garter snake. The drainages adjacent to the project site meet 
the definition of sensitive habitats because intermittent streams are defined as sensitive 
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habitats under the LCP and habitats that support rare or endangered species also meet the 
definition of sensitive habitat. 
 
LUP Policy 3-3 requires development adjacent to sensitive habitats to be sited and 
designed to prevent impacts that could significantly degrade the sensitive habitats and be 
compatible with the maintenance of biologic productivity of such areas. LUP Policy 3-11 
requires a 30-foot buffer for intermittent streams.  
 
The approved development will be located approximately 50 feet south of the drainages 
north of Redondo Beach Road and 200 feet east of the drainage adjacent to the golf 
course maintenance yard, and is therefore consistent with the buffer requirements for 
intermittent streams specified in LUP Policy 3-11.  
 
Because the intermittent drainages adjacent to the project site provide habitat for the 
California red-legged frog (federally Threatened and California Species of Special 
Concern) and the San Francisco garter snake (federally and state Endangered, California 
fully protected species), individual frogs or snakes using the drainages could wander onto 
the adjacent project site during grading and other construction activities and be injured or 
killed. Injury to or death of a frog or snake would adversely affect the populations of the 
species in the adjacent drainages, and would therefore degrade the sensitive habitat and 
not be compatible with the maintenance of the biologic productivity of those areas, 
inconsistent with LUP Policy 3-3 and Coastal Action Section 30240. However, the City’s 
conditions of approval for the project require the applicant to implement measures 
recommended by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to avoid harm to the California red-
legged frog and the San Francisco garter snake from construction activities, which 
include installation of specifically designed temporary and permanent fencing to exclude 
frogs and snakes from the project site, preconstruction surveys to ensure that frogs or 
snakes will not be trapped in the fenced enclosure prior to construction, and contractor 
education to ensure that construction personnel can identify the species and take 
appropriate measures if needed. Biologist from USFWS states in an August 20, 2007 
email to the applicant:  

Upon review of this document as well as your [the applicant’s] email with 
associated attachments sent April 26, 2007 and the site visit conducted by the 
Service and CDFG on March 29, 2007, the Service concurs that the incorporated 
minimization and avoidance measures requested by the Service adhere to the 
Service's current recommendations.  We appreciate your efforts to work with the 
Service to address endangered species issues in the area and will issue a formal 
determination on the project in the near future (Exhibit 7).  

Due to the required mitigation measures, the approved development will not cause any 
harm to the California red-legged frog or San Francisco garter snake, and therefore will 
neither degrade the adjacent sensitive habitats nor be incompatible with the maintenance 
of their biological productivity, consistent with the requirements of the certified LCP. 
 
Because the approved development is not located in a sensitive habitat, and is sited and 
designed to prevent significant adverse impacts to adjacent sensitive habitat and will be 
compatible with the maintenance of the biologic productivity of such areas, the 
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Commission finds that the appeal of the approved development does not raise a 
substantial issue of conformance of the approved development with the sensitive habitat 
protection policies of the LCP.  

4.2.2 Public Access Policies 
 
The appellant contends that the approved development raises both general public access 
issues and specific public access and safety issues with respect to construction impacts to 
Redondo Beach Road (contentions #1 and #2).  
 
4.2.2.1 Site Location and Existing Public Access 
 
The site of the approved development is approximately 0.5 miles east of the nearest 
beach at the end of Redondo Beach Road. The approved subdivision will be located 
entirely within the private, gated Ocean Colony residential community, which is located 
west of Highway 1 between Redondo Beach Road and south of Miramontes Point Road. 
No existing public access to the beach occurs across the privately owned site or the 
adjacent private lands.  
 
There are three public beach access points within a mile of the approved development 
including (1) public beach parking at the Ritz Carlton Hotel, (2) public beach parking, 
lateral paths and a vertical access stairway near the end of Miramontes Point Road at 
Arroyo Canada Verde, and (3) parking and lateral and vertical access paths at the end of 
Redondo Beach Road, which is closest to the site of the approved development at 
approximately 0.5 miles away (Exhibit 4). The public parking spaces at the Ritz Carlton 
Hotel must be accessed through a private security gate. Other beach access further north 
from the approved development includes the ends of Wavecrest Road and Poplar Street.  
  
4.2.2.2 Mitigation Measures that Address Public Access and Recreation 
 
The City’s conditions of approval require the retirement of 34 legal lots within the 
vicinity of the approved development, payment of approximately $1,061,000 in traffic 
mitigation fees for traffic improvements identified in the City’s general plan, addressing 
signalization and lane improvements at certain intersections affected by the subdivision, 
including Redondo Beach Road, and repaving of Redondo Beach Road which will be 
used for construction access. Moreover, the approved development includes an 
approximately 17,000 square-foot, on site park to serve the residents and payment of 
$272,000 in park and recreation fees.  
 
4.2.2.3 Applicable Coastal Act and LCP Policies  
Coastal Act Section 30210:  
 
In carrying out the requirement of Section 4 of Article X of the California Constitution, 
maximum access, which shall be conspicuously posted, and recreational opportunities 
shall be provided for all the people consistent with public safety needs and the need to 
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protect public rights, rights of private property owners, and natural resource areas from 
overuse. 
 
Coastal Act Section 30211: 
 
Development shall not interfere with the public's right of access to the sea where acquired 
through use or legislative authorization, including, but not limited to, the use of dry sand 
and rocky coastal beaches to the first line of terrestrial vegetation. 
 
Coastal Act Section 30212: 
 
(a) Public access from the nearest public roadway to the shoreline and along the coast 
shall be provided in new development projects except where: (1) It is inconsistent with 
public safety, military security needs, or the protection of fragile coastal resources, (2) 
Adequate access exists nearby, or, (3) Agriculture would be adversely affected.  
Dedicated accessway shall not be required to be opened to public use until a public 
agency or private association agrees to accept responsibility for maintenance and liability 
of the accessway… 
 
Coastal Act Section 30252: 
  
The location and amount of new development should maintain and enhance public access 
to the coast by (1) facilitating the provision or extension of transit service, (2) providing 
commercial facilities within or adjoining residential development or in other areas that 
will minimize the use of coastal access roads, (3) providing nonautomobile circulation 
within the development, (4) providing adequate parking facilities or providing substitute 
means of serving the development with public transportation, (5) assuring the potential 
for public transit for high intensity uses such as high-rise office buildings, and by (6) 
assuring that the recreational needs of new residents will not overload nearby coastal 
recreation areas by correlating the amount of development with local park acquisition and 
development plans with the provision of on site recreational facilities to serve the new 
development.  
 
LUP Policy 2-16: 
 
Designate, sign, and improve western extension of Higgins Canyon Road, Miramontes 
Point Road, Redondo Beach Road, one additional beach access route as may be called for 
in the Conservancy Plan, and a new State Park entrance north of Venice Beach Road, as 
beach access routes. 
 
LUP Policy 10-32: 
 
The City shall require, as a condition of approved private development, the improvement 
or financial participation in the improvement of all primary and secondary beach access 
routes indicated on the Land Use Plan Map where development is permitted adjacent to 
such access route or is served by it. 
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LUP Policy 10-34: 
 
The City will limit access to new development from designated beach access routes, 
Highways 1 and 92, except where no alternative access is possible, consistent with public 
safety and enhanced circulation of visitors and residents. 
 
4.2.2.4 Public Access and Redondo Beach Road 
The appellant contends: 

The development is adjacent to Redondo Beach Road (RBR)…RBR is a non-
conforming, substandard road that is identified in the HMB LCP as a Secondary 
Beach Access Road…The approved Development assigns sole and exclusive 
ingress and egress for the entire Development to RBR. This means that the 
Development is not only adjacent to a secondary beach access road (vertical 
access), but is also served by it. The Development has been estimated, by the 
applicant, to take approximately three years to complete… 

In order to bring this Development into full compliance RBR must be improved 
as a Condition of Approval. Improvement should include the widening and 
strengthening of RBR, in advance of Development activity, to address and 
provide adequate traffic safety, emergency access to RBR residents and visitors, 
beach access, and appropriate traffic circulation to comply with the 
aforementioned Program and Policies… 

…I know that it is the Commission’s directive to Ocean Colony to place two 
stairways to the beach at Redondo Beach, as ‘compensation’ for the illegal riprap 
they had placed, and were forced to remove. This is in process now, and will add 
signification more traffic to RBR. The cumulative effect of the development 
staging, coupled with the increase in visitors, will increase hazards to public 
health and safety. 

According to the FEIR 27,100 cubic yards of  ‘stockpiled spoils’ and soil will be 
‘exported’ from the site, and an additional 8,900 cubic yards of soil will be reused 
on site as fill…That translates into 1,700 exported loads, which represent at least 
3,400 large truck trips over RBR (in& out) just for exportation… 

Throughout the development there will be a constant movement of dirt, trucks, 
and equipment…All of which will increase the burden on residents, pedestrian 
and bicycle traffic, and beach access of users of RBR… 

If, as per all the Policies and Codes demonstrated in this complaint, the road is 
widened to 20’ prior to the start of the project, and maintained throughout the 
project life, as a condition of approval, we can overcome the construction access 
issue and the burden can be more evenly distributed, which will reasonably 
mitigate the conflicts on RBR, and significantly reduce public safety concerns.  
 

The appellant contends that the amount of construction traffic on Redondo Beach Road 
that would be generated by the approved development would interfere with public access 
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to the beach via Redondo Beach Road, especially since public access demand will 
increase with the staircase that will be constructed at the end of the road, and also would 
threaten the safety of the users of Redondo Beach Road including the Coastside Infant 
Toddler Center, the 4-H farm, and three residences, including the appellant’s, 
inconsistent with the LCP and Coastal Act public access policies. The appellant further 
contends that paving and widening Redondo Beach Road to 20 feet for its entire length 
would make the project consistent with the LCP and Coastal Act.  
 
At issue is whether or not construction traffic for the approved development would result 
in adverse impacts to public access and safety that raise a substantial issue of 
conformance with the policies of the LCP and the public access and recreation policies of 
the Coastal Act. 
 
Current Use of Redondo Beach Road 
 
Redondo Beach Road is designated as a secondary access route on the City’s LUP Map 
and located in the southern portion of the City, between Wavecrest Road and Miramontes 
Point Road. Only the eastern half of this approximately one mile long road is paved, the 
rest is a dirt gravel road. The paved section of the road is approximately 14-16 feet wide 
and the unpaved section is approximately 15-20 feet wide. An unpaved public parking 
area is located at the end of Redondo Beach Road on San Mateo County property. There 
are no other existing public facilities. There are various informal lateral and vertical 
access paths across the blufftop at the end of Redondo Beach Road. A vertical access 
stairway for this section of the blufftop is currently pending approval at the City. Aside 
from public coastal access, the road serves a daycare center at the intersection with 
Highway 1, the 4-H farm, the golf course maintenance yard and three residences south of 
the road. There is no residential development north of Redondo Beach Road, and only 
one residence between the site of the approved development and the west end of the road 
on the south. 
 
According to the traffic study in the FEIR, current level of service at the intersection of 
Redondo Beach Road and Highway 1 operates at LOS D during weekday peak traffic and 
LOS E during Saturday PM peak, which are levels consistent with LUP Policy 10-25 that 
establishes the minimum Level of Service at E during peak traffic periods. The most 
significant delay at the intersection is experienced for the eastbound left turn approach. 
The FEIR states that implementation of a two-way/center acceleration lane would be able 
to address the delay at this intersection. The FEIR concludes that the level of service will 
not be changed by the approved development at the intersection of Redondo Beach Road 
and Highway 1, however, it does not take into consideration the temporary construction 
traffic impacts. 
  
Additional information regarding public use of Redondo Beach Road indicates that there 
is not significant public access traffic demand on Redondo Beach Road. City staff 
observes that traffic and use of the parking area at Redondo Beach Road is light 
throughout the week. The applicant conducted an informal traffic count during a weekday 
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in late September 2007 and found that only one vehicle approximately every two houses 
used Redondo Beach Road to access the public beach.  
  
Public Access Stairway at the End of Redondo Beach Road 
 
The Commission, through an enforcement order unrelated to the approved development, 
has required the applicant (Ocean Colony Partners LLC) to address a previous violation 
by constructing a public access stairway at the end of Redondo Beach Road or contribute 
$200,000 to the Coastal Conservancy (consent order # CCC-02-CD-02).  
 
The appellant contends that the public access stairway which may be constructed at the 
end of Redondo Beach Road will increase public access demands on Redondo Beach 
Road and construction traffic will therefore cause even more significant adverse public 
access impacts.  
 
If the public access stairway is constructed, it must be approved by the City through a 
coastal development permit because it constitutes development with the City’s LCP 
jurisdiction. An application for a coastal development permit for the public access 
stairway has been submitted to the City for approval, however, there has been no 
approval from the City, and it is unclear when or if the stairway will be approved. 
Without final approval from the City, it is possible that Ocean Colony Partners may elect 
to address its violation through a payment to the Coastal Conservancy, consistent with the 
Commission’s consent order. Because the City has not approved the staircase and the 
Commission’s consent order allows Ocean Colony Partners to address its violation 
through payment to the Coastal Conservancy, it remains unclear whether the staircase 
will be constructed at all.  
 
Potential Construction Impacts 
 
The approved development consists of a 32-lot single-family subdivision and associated 
improvements. Construction access to the site will be primarily through Redondo Beach 
Road and the golf course maintenance yard west of the project site which will serve as 
one of the staging areas for construction. Entrance to the golf course maintenance yard is 
approximately half way down Redondo Beach Road. After construction is completed on 
the subdivision, residents will use the existing Fairview Drive and Bayhill Road for 
access to Highway 1. There will be no vehicular access to the subdivision through 
Redondo Beach Road after the completion of construction. Therefore, the approved 
development’s impact to public access and safety on Redondo Beach Road will be 
limited to construction vehicle traffic. There will be no construction staging on Redondo 
Beach Road or the parking area at the end of the road. Construction personnel will also 
park on the project site instead of anywhere on the road. 
 
The appellant contends that due to the amount of grading and construction for the homes, 
there will be constant heavy, large truck traffic on Redondo Beach Road for three years. 
The appellant asserts that transportation of fill materials off site alone would require 
“1,700 exported loads, which represents at least 3,400 large truck trips.” 
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The construction of the Carnoustie subdivision will take approximately three years to 
complete. However, construction traffic will vary with the heaviest traffic resulting from 
the initial grading and installation of utilities and more moderate traffic activities during 
the construction of the homes.  
 
Traffic from Grading and Installation of Infrastructure 
 
According to the FEIR, the total amount of cut and fill on site is approximately 36,000 
cubic yards. Approximately 27,100 cubic yards of material will be exported from the site 
and another 8,900 cubic yards will be reused on site as fill. The appellant calculates that 
the total amount of material that will need to be exported off site is 36,000 cubic yards 
(necessitating 1,700 truckloads), which includes the 8,900 cubic yards of material that 
will be reused on site as fill, and as such, is an overestimation of the amount of material 
that will be exported. In actuality, approximately 27,100 cubic yards of old stockpiled 
material and cut will need to be exported, which will amount to approximately 1,355 
truckloads. According to the applicant, that amount of material would take between 30-35 
days to transport off site based on 40 trucks per day (making 80 trips) carrying 20 cubic 
yards per trip. Once grading is completed, it will take another month of approximately 
10-15 trucks per day to construct the infrastructure including roads, sidewalk, utilities, 
and the on site park (Exhibit 9).  

Traffic from Construction of Homes 
 
According to the applicant, construction of the homes will require less large truck traffic 
because the City’s applicable condition of approval limits the number of homes allowed 
to be constructed per year at 16 homes maximum, and because single-family home 
construction only requires large truck deliveries for concrete, lumber, sheetrock and 
roofing. The applicant has calculated that the construction of 16 single family homes per 
year will require approximately 110 large truck deliveries, approximately two deliveries 
per week. The applicant also estimates that there will be approximately 15-40 
construction workers on site per day and that construction workers will not exclusively 
access the site through Redondo Beach Road. Overall, the heaviest amount of 
construction traffic will be generated during the first two to three months of construction 
activities and will be less intense during the remainder of the three years.  

Mitigation Measures that Address Construction Traffic on Redondo Beach Road 
To address the potential impacts to Redondo Beach Road from construction traffic, the 
applicant is required to pave the road from Highway 1 to the golf course maintenance 
yard (the construction access point) after construction has been completed. Also, standard 
Caltrans safety measures will be implemented such entrance/exit procedures, flagmen, 
radio communication systems, signage, coning and other measures. Finally, the 
conditions of approval require the applicant to contribute approximately $1,061,000 in 
traffic mitigation fees for traffic improvements identified in the City’s general plan and 
for signalization and lane improvements at certain intersections affected by the 
subdivision when warranted, including a two-way/center acceleration lane at the 
intersection of Redondo Beach Road and Highway 1.   
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Analysis 
Contention # 1 of the appeal raises three issues of regarding construction traffic on 
Redondo Beach Road and consistency with LCP and Coastal Act Public Access policies: 

1. Impact of construction traffic will have on public access via Redondo Beach Road to 
the Beach. 

2. Whether the approved development is conditioned to improve Redondo Beach Road 
consistent with LUP Policies 2-16 and 10-32. 

3. Whether construction access via Redondo Beach Road is consistent with LUP Policy 
10-34 that limits access to development from beach access routes, Highways 1 and 
92. 

Current use on Redondo Beach Road and Construction Impacts. Coastal Act Section 
30211 requires development not to interfere with the public’s access to the sea and 
Section 30210, 30212, and 30252 require new development to maintain or enhance public 
access to the sea. Available evidence indicates that Redondo Beach Road does not 
experience significant public access vehicular traffic. The FEIR traffic study concludes 
that residential use of the subdivision will not generate enough traffic to change the level 
of service at the intersection of Redondo Beach Road and Highway 1. Construction 
activities for the Carnoustie subdivision will certainly increase total amount of traffic on 
Redondo Beach Road for the three-year duration of the construction period. However, the 
road will not be closed at any time, and due to the location of the project, the entire length 
of Redondo Beach Road will not be affected by construction activities, and construction 
trucks, equipment, and parking by construction workers will not park along the road or 
occupy any public parking located at the end of Redondo Beach Road. Additionally, the 
most intense period of traffic flow generated by grading and construction of infrastructure 
on site will occur within a 2-3 month span. The remainder of the construction activities 
related to the single family homes will require less intensive large truck and smaller 
vehicle traffic.  
 
Potential Future Staircase. The appellant contends that a new public access stairway, 
required through an enforcement order unrelated to the subject local approval will 
increase public demands on Redondo Beach Road and will be adversely affected by the 
construction access impacts of the approved development on the road. While, as 
discussed above, there is a potential for a new public access stairway at the end of 
Redondo Beach Road, it is not a part of the local approval here being appealed and it is 
unclear if or when such staircase would be approved by the City. Even if the staircase 
were approved, it is unclear when it would be built, what level of public access demands 
will be generated by the staircase, whether any construction of the approved development 
will occur after the stairway has been completed, and whether the construction traffic, if 
occurring after the stairway has been completed, will create any adverse impacts to the 
new level of public access demand on Redondo Beach Road. Given the foregoing 
uncertainties, there is no evidence to demonstrate that construction traffic impacts from 
the approved development will adversely impact any future public access demands on 
Redondo Beach Road.      
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Consistency with Coastal Act. Construction traffic will not interfere with public access to 
the sea via the road because (1) available information indicates that there is not a high 
level of public vehicular traffic on Redondo Beach Road, (2) no construction staging or 
parking will take place on Redondo Beach Road or the parking area at the end of the 
road; (2) the road will not be closed at any time during construction; (3) the heaviest 
period of construction traffic will not last only two to three months; and (4) for the 
majority of the construction period, only a low level of traffic will be generated.  
 
Applicable LCP policies specific to the appellant’s contentions concerning Redondo 
Beach Road include LUP Policies 2-16, 10-32 and 10-34.  
 
Repavement of Redondo Beach Road Required. Policy 2-16 is a general stipulation for 
the improvement of Redondo Beach Road and Policy 10-32 specifically requires 
development to improve Redondo Beach Road if development will be located adjacent to 
or is accessed by Redondo Beach Road. Condition number F (12) requires the applicant 
to regrind, compact and resurface the section of Redondo Beach Road, used during 
construction, after completion of construction activities. Repaving that section of the road 
which will be used by construction traffic will result in road surfaces that exceed the 
current conditions of the road. Condition number E(10) also requires the applicant to 
contribute approximately $1,061,000 in traffic mitigation fees for traffic improvements 
identified in the City’s general plan when warranted, including a northbound two-
way/center acceleration lane at the intersection of Highway 1 and Redondo Beach Road. 
The approved development is therefore conditioned to improve Redondo Beach Road as 
stipulated in the LCP. 
 
No Permanent Access to Subdivision from Redondo Beach Road. LUP Policy 10-34 
provides that access to new development from designated beach access routes, Highway 
1 and 92 be limited, except where no alternative access is possible, consistent with public 
safety and enhanced circulation of visitors and residents. LUP Policy 10-34 does not 
prohibit development from accessing off of beach access routes, as long as it has been 
determined that no alternative access is possible and that the development is consistent 
with public safety and enhanced circulation of visitors and residents. As discussed above, 
the approved development will only use Redondo Beach Road, a secondary beach access 
route, during construction. The road will not be used by residents of the subdivision after 
construction has completed. Future residents of the Carnoustie subdivision will access 
their homes through the existing Fairview Drive and Bayhill Road that serve Ocean 
Colony exclusively. The only other alternative access for construction of the approved 
development would be from Fairview Drive, off of Highway 1, to which Policy 10-34 
also limits access. Therefore, it’s not possible for the approved development to be 
accessed from anywhere but Highway 1 or a beach access route. In addition, various 
safety measures will be implemented during construction to ensure public safety, and 
existing fire access within Ocean Colony to the approved development meets the 
requirement of the Half Moon Bay Fire Department. The portion of Redondo Beach Road 
affected by construction activities will be paved at the end of construction, and the 
applicant will contribute its fair share towards installation of a northbound two-
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way/center acceleration lane when warranted to enhance circulation of visitors and 
residents. Therefore, the approved development does not raise any questions concerning 
conformance with LUP Policy 10-34. 
 
Conclusion Concerning Construction Impacts to Redondo Beach Road 
Construction for the Carnoustie subdivision is anticipated to take three years with the 
heaviest amount of construction traffic occurring in the first approximately two to three 
months with low intensity traffic occurring the rest of the time. Due to the limited 
duration of the heaviest construction traffic period, the low intensity level of traffic for 
the majority of the construction, the lack of strong public access traffic demands for 
Redondo Beach Road, the uncertainty of the development of the public access stairway 
and its potential to increase public access demands on Redondo Beach Road, the 
approved development will not result in significant public access impacts that will 
conflict with peak public access use of the road for beach access nor cause significant 
impacts that would interfere with public access to the sea.  
 
With respect to LUP Policy 2-16 and 10-32, the approved development, which will only 
utilize Redondo Beach Road for construction access, has been conditioned to improve 
Redondo Beach Road by repaving the road after construction is complete and to help 
implement a northbound two way/center acceleration lane when such improvement is 
warranted. As for Policy 10-34, the applicant will implement safety measures during 
construction to ensure public safety, Redondo Beach Road will be paved at the end of 
construction, and the applicant will contribute to the implementation of a northbound two 
way/center acceleration lane when warranted to enhance circulation of visitors and 
residents. Therefore, the approved development meets the LCP requirements specific to 
Redondo Beach Road.  
 
For the above reasons, the appellant’s contentions concerning the approved 
development’s construction impact on public access and safety does not raise a 
substantial issue of the approved development’s conformance with either the public 
access policies of the LCP or Coastal Act.  
 
Even if construction traffic impacts raise a question of consistency with the LCP, it is 
unclear how the appellant’s solution of paving and widening the entire length of Redondo 
Beach Road to 20 feet before the onset of construction would adequately address the 
impacts the appellant contends. As noted in the FEIR, the greatest delay with respect to 
the intersection of Highway 1 and Redondo Beach Road is experienced by eastbound 
traffic turning left. The FEIR identifies implementing a northbound two-way/center 
acceleration lane as the solution to address that delay, not paving or widening the full 
length of Redondo Beach Road. Additionally, because there are intermittent streams and 
possibly other sensitive habitats adjacent to Redondo Beach Road on the north side, 
repaving and widening Redondo Beach Road would adversely impact sensitive habitats. 
Furthermore, because the unpaved section of Redondo Beach Road west of the golf 
course maintenance yard does not align with existing public road right-of-way but is 
located south of the right-of-way, paving and widening the road consistent with the City’s 
public road right-of-way would mean that the road would need to constructed north of the 
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existing section of the road and could encroach further into other possible sensitive 
habitat areas.   

4.2.2.6 Other Public Access Issues  

Beach Access adjacent to the Approved Development 
Section 30210 of the Coastal Act requires maximum access to the sea. Section 30211 of 
the Coastal Act requires development not to interfere with public access to the sea. 
Section 30212 requires new development to provide access from nearest public roadway 
to the shoreline and alone the coast except where: (1) It is inconsistent with public safety, 
military security needs, or the protection of fragile coastal resources, (2) Adequate access 
exists nearby, or, (3) Agriculture would be adversely affected. Section 30252 of the 
Coastal Act provides that the location and amount of new development should maintain 
and enhance public access to the coast. In its application of these policies, a permit 
issuing agency is limited by the need to show that any decision to grant a permit subject 
to special conditions requiring public access, is necessary to avoid or offset a project’s 
adverse impacts on existing access.  
 
The approved Carnoustie subdivision will be located within the privately held, gated 
Ocean Colony residential community located west of Highway 1 between Redondo 
Beach Road and south of Miramontes Point Road. No existing public access to the beach 
occurs across the site or on the adjacent private lands. The question is therefore whether 
the approved development will result in an increase in demand for adjacent beaches will 
interfere with the public’s ability to access the sea.  
 
The approved development will result in 32 additional residences, which means that there 
will be approximately 89 more people in the City that will use the public beaches and 
facilities adjacent to the development (based on average of 2.78 persons per household 
provided by the U.S Census).  
 
There are three existing public beach access points within a mile of the approved 
development consisting of (1) public beach parking at the Ritz Carlton Hotel (accessed 
via a private security gate), (2) public beach parking, and lateral paths and vertical access 
stairway at the end of Miramontes Point Road, and (3) parking and lateral and vertical 
access at the end of Redondo Beach Road, which is closest to the site of the approved 
development at approximately 0.5 miles away. Other beach access points further from the 
approved development include the end of Wavecrest Road and Poplar Street. 
  
The approved development will be closest the beach at the end of Redondo Beach Road 
at approximately 0.5 miles away. Because vehicle access from the development to 
Redondo Beach Road will not be available, the development is located within a 
reasonable walking distance to the beach, and there is an existing pedestrian access from 
the golf course maintenance yard onto Redondo Beach Road, the approved development 
will more likely result in increased pedestrian access on Redondo Beach Road, not 
increased vehicle traffic or parking demands. Therefore, the approved development will 
not likely result in significant impacts to the public beach parking at Redondo Beach 
Road.  
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If residents of the approved development were to drive to the beach, current information 
indicates that the parking area at Redondo Beach Road is not in high public demand and 
will not be adversely affected by any additional demand from the approved development. 
Also, in addition to the three public parking locations identified above, there is private 
beach parking available to residents of Ocean Colony at the Colony Club that can be 
accessed via internal roads of the Ocean Colony. The availability of this parking area 
potentially reduces the demand on the nearby public beach parking from the residents of 
the approved development.  
 
In addition, the approved development consists of an approximately 17,000 square foot 
park area to serve residents, and residents will have access to an existing golf course and 
other amenities provided by Ocean Colony, thereby reducing the potential of the 
recreational needs of residents to overload nearby beaches. 
 
Moreover, the applicant has proposed, and the City has conditioned its approval to 
require the retirement of 34 legal lots within the vicinity of the development which will 
offset the increase in recreational and public access impacts resulting from the approved 
subdivision. As such, while the approved development will increase demands on adjacent 
beach access from current levels, it will not result in a net increase in cumulative demand 
when the City reaches buildout of existing legal lots under the current parcelization. 
 
Given the existing available public access located adjacent to and in the vicinity of the 
approved development, the private parking that will be afforded to the residents of the 
approved development which will reduce demands on public facilities, and the 
requirement to retire 34 legal lots within the project’s vicinity to offset the net increase in 
demand for public beaches, the approved development will not result in adverse impacts 
to adjacent beaches that will interfere with the public’s ability to access the sea and will 
maintain existing public access resources. In addition, the approved development will not 
be required to provide new access under Section 30212 because adequate access exists 
nearby, and the increase in demand for public beach access from the development is 
offset by the requirement to retire the development rights of 34 legal lots within the 
vicinity of the development.   
 
Cumulative Traffic Impacts 
 
Section 30210 of the Coastal Act requires maximum public access be provided, Section 
30211 provides that development shall not interfere with the public’s right of access to 
the sea, and Section 30252 provides that new development should maintain and enhance 
public access. 
 
According to the traffic study in the FEIR, existing level of service on Highway 1 and 92, 
the primary access roads to the region’s shoreline, at numerous bottleneck sections is 
rated as LOS F and will continue to be rated at LOS F when considering the cumulative 
project impact.  LOS F is defined as heavily congested flow with traffic demand 
exceeding capacity resulting in stopped traffic and long delays. This level of congestion 
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on the highways significantly interferes with the public’s ability to access the Half Moon 
Bay and San Mateo County shoreline. The approved development, a new subdivision, 
will increase the level of development beyond that required to be allowed under the 
current parcelization, thereby potentially further interfering with the public’s ability to 
access the coast. 
 
As discussed above the applicant has proposed and the City has conditioned the 
retirement of 34 legal lots within the vicinity of the approved development to address 
public access impacts. In addition to the lot retirement condition, the applicant is also 
required to pay a $1,000,000 traffic mitigation fee (in addition to $61,000 in the City’s 
standard traffic mitigation fee) to implement the City’s circulation element and contribute 
its fair share for road and/or signalization improvements at various intersections in the 
City (including Redondo Beach Road) when such improvements are warranted. 
The approved development will create 32 legal lots from three existing legal parcels 
which will result in 29 additional legal lots and residential development, adding to the 
supply of existing legal lots in Half Moon Bay, which will result in significant adverse 
cumulative impacts to regional traffic congestion and to the public’s ability to access the 
coast in conflict with the Coastal Act and LCP public access policies. However, the 
retirement of 34 legal lots along with the additional traffic mitigation fees designed for 
improving circulation in the City will proportionally address the impacts by preventing 
any increase in the development potential of legal lots for residential development and 
maintaining the flow of traffic within the City.1 The suite of mitigation required by the 
City proportionally and adequately addresses the approved development’s potential 
cumulative adverse impacts on public access, and therefore, the approved development 
does not raise a substantial issue of conformance with the public access policies of the 
Coastal Act or LCP.  
 
Conclusion Concerning Adjacent Beach Access and Cumulative Traffic Impacts 
 
The approved development will not obstruct any existing public access pathways as none 
exists. Due to the location of the approved development (0.5 miles from nearest beach) it 
is likely that the new residents would walk to the beach and therefore will not generate 
significant demands on adjacent public beach parking. Any potential increased in demand 
on public beach access is addressed by the availability of existing adjacent beach access 
(Redondo Beach Road, Ritz Carlton Hotel, and Miramontes Point Road) and the 
requirement to retire 34 legal lots within the vicinity of the approved development.  
 
Existing severe traffic congestion within the San Mateo Midcoast and Half Moon Bay 
region already interferes with the public’s ability to access the sea. Unless mitigated, the 
approved development, a new subdivision, will increase the level of development beyond 
that required to be allowed under the current parcelization, thereby potentially further 
interfering with the public’s ability to access the coast. The approved development 
requires the applicant to retire 34 legal lots and contribute approximately $1,061,000 

                                                 
1 The Commission has previously imposed a lot retirement requirement as a condition of approval for 
subdivisions to mitigate cumulative adverse impacts on public access, the recent example in the area being 
the Ailanto subdivision located in Half Moon Bay. 
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towards traffic improvement projects identified in the City’s general plan. The retirement 
of 34 legal lots along with the traffic mitigation fees designated for improving circulation 
in the City will proportionally address the impacts by preventing any increase in the 
development potential of legal lots for residential development and maintaining existing 
traffic circulation patterns.  
 
For the above reasons, the Commission finds that the appeal does not raise a substantial 
issue of conformance of the approved development with the public access policies of the 
Coastal Act or the LCP.  
 
4.2.3 Conclusion—No Substantial Issue 
 
Applying the relevant factors listed in Section 3.3 above further clarifies that the appeal 
raises no substantial issue with respect to the conformity of the approved development 
with the policies of the Half Moon Bay LCP. 
 
Regarding the degree of factual and legal support for the local government’s decision that 
the development is consistent with the LCP, the record for approval of the local coastal 
development permit contains adequate factual and legal support for its decision. The 
appellant contends that the City’s approval is inconsistent with the sensitive habitat 
policies of the LCP and the public access policies of the LCP and the Coastal Act.  
 
As discussed above, there are no sensitive habitats on site, and the adjacent sensitive 
habitats will be protected because the approved development will be located beyond the 
minimum buffer requirements for intermittent streams and will be required to implement 
mitigation measures to avoid significant adverse impacts to the California red-legged frog 
and the San Francisco garter snake. Therefore, the approved development will not result 
in significant adverse impacts that will degrade the adjacent sensitive habitat or be 
incompatible with the maintenance of the biological productivity of such areas. With 
respect to public access, the approved development will not result in temporary or 
permanent public access impacts that will interfere with the public’s ability to access the 
sea. Construction traffic impacts may cause a temporary inconvenience during two to 
three months of grading and installation of infrastructure but will not prevent the public 
from accessing the beach at the end of Redondo Beach Road. Permanent impacts 
including impacts on adjacent beach use and cumulative traffic impacts will also not 
result in significant adverse impacts to public access due to availability of existing 
adjacent beach access and the suite of mitigation measures that include retirement of 34 
legal lots, and the payment of approximately $1,061,000 in traffic mitigation fees for 
traffic improvements in the City, which will avoid a net increase in public beach demand 
or increase in traffic levels at buildout under the City’s existing LCP, and which will 
maintain circulation patterns in the City. Thus, substantial factual and legal support exists 
for the County’s action on the approved developments. 
 
Regarding the precedential value of the local government’s decision for future 
interpretations of its LCP, as discussed above, the City has addressed potential adverse 
impacts on sensitive habitats and public by incorporating numerous measures in its 
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approval to avoid significant adverse impacts to coastal resources. Because the approved 
development is consistent with the policies of the LCP, the City’s action on the approved 
developments do not establish any negative precedent concerning the interpretation or 
implementation of the LCP. 
 
Therefore, in conclusion, the Commission finds that the appeal does not raise a 
substantial issue concerning the consistency of the approved development with the 
policies of the Half Moon Bay certified LCP. 
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